Boards without Borders is a creative, non-profit and social skateboarding and boardsports association. It was founded in 2012 by Gottfried Kube in Berlin. Skateboarding and other board sports are used as a tool for youth empowerment in order to train change makers: people who can cause change locally, thinking globally at the same time.

The initial project – the first skate park - will be built in the beginning of 2014 in Khajuraho which is located 650 km Southeast of New Delhi in India. Some of the dedicated team members for this project have previous experiences in building skate parks such as Skateistan in Afghanistan.

Within just a few months Boards without Borders was able to get a lot of great people involved in the project. Several sponsors like Intel, Asus, Sony, Western Digital, Lenovo, Plantronics, JBL, Monster, Madrid Skateboards, Barefoot Wine and many more have been gathered who provide support in many different ways.

The association is supported by well-known musicians and artists like Udo Lindenberg, Smudo and Michi Beck of "Die Fantastischen Vier", Peter Fox of "Seeed", Bela B of "Die Ärzte" or Campino of "Die Toten Hosen" as well as Xzibit and Cosma Shiva Hagen.

Some of the many artists who have been involved with Boards without Borders are: Uli Pforr, Markus Keibel, Jim Avignon, Dominik Heilig, Alesh Oner, Ian Ross and many more.
Many well-known artists have already donated their art to Boards without Borders. The number of artists who participate in this project is constantly rising. All artists are represented in our art catalogue before the artwork is auctioned at our charity fundraisers.

The artist has the choice to donate 100 percent to our social projects or if Boards without Borders will function as a gallery most of the proceeds will be given to the artist.

The benefit of this collaboration is on both sides. We get some funds for our projects and the artists get exposure. The objective here is to give them the opportunity to make a better living with their art.

We also welcome startup companies with opportunities to feature their products and portfolio with visibility and partnership at all our events. We’re working towards a worthy cause with compassion, creativity and community spirit.

At Bambi Media Center Boards without Borders will be presented at the Intel area with different artists like Tine Milbret, Mag Dizzle, Danny Dizzy, Orble, David Hartung Ø and Björn Heyn who will be live painting on different devices of Intel like the brand new ASUS Transformer Book T100 and skateboards.
Boards without Borders wants to make a difference with many future projects on the way. There is a lot more happening and we’re looking forward to get as many ideas realised as possible. Besides the important skate park project in India, negotiations for a surf and skate park in Berlin have already started and plans for Brazil, Africa and Asia are afoot. A local art gallery and studio will soon be established for the artists to work and exhibit.

More information can be found at:
www.bowibo.org
https://www.facebook.com/bowibo.org
Please contact us at: info@bowibo.org
Artist with 
BOARDS WITHOUT BORDERS

Uli Pforr
Ian Ross
Dominik Heilig
Boje Arndt Kiesiel
Orble
Markus Keibel
Manou Tigapigs
Sonia Camacho
Jim Avignon
Lucía Revilla Silva
Ø
Koppkunst - Tine Milbret
Saphira Kunst
Dominic Packulat
DDoom
Maleek
El Bocho
+ Collaborating Artists
Born in the city of Dortmund in 1978, Uli´s parents decided to live close to the Baltic Sea and moved North. There he grew up in a little village close to the Danish Border. Never really into school Uli preferred to illustrate his teachers and classmates in his notebooks.

After graduating high school in 1999 and completing his one year of community service he moved to the city of Hamburg to study communications design from 2000 to 2002 at the Design Factory. He then transferred to the Hamburger Technische Kunstschule (HTK) to study graphic-design and illustration,
where he graduated at the top of his class in 2005. Instead of starting a promising career at one of Hamburg’s important publishing companies he explored his love for painting. His paintings and illustrations have been published in several magazines and his work has been shown in galleries throughout Germany.

www.ulipforr.de
Ian Ross

Ian Ross paints energy. In front of an audience on stage, in his lush backyard studio, or in the warehouse at Facebook HQ, his work is alive. Ross works “without the burden of intention” and reacts to each moment with bold graffiti inspired forms and colors. His street art style has become widely accepted and revered in a fine art realm. He has become known as the “Tech/Start-up Artist” painting live murals in high tech offices for companies like Facebook, Google, Vendini, Alphabost, AdRoll and Zimride.

Atlantis root
Mixed technique on a Madrid Longboard.
Minimum bet: 550 €

Tribal flowers
Mixed technique on an external hard drive from Western Digital. My Studio 3 TB.
Minimum bet: 500 €

http://ianrossart.com/
Dominik Heilig or Kazmonavt is a visual artist and graphic designer from south Germany. His artistic works cover the fields of illustration and graphic novels, poetry and kaiigraphy. As Dominik Heilig he co-founded Brandy White, LLC, Strategy & Design in Moscow, Russia. At the moment he is active in San Francisco and Moscow

[Image of a laptop]

**Indian enlightened**
Laptop X7825 from Medion.

Minimum bet: 1850 €

[Image of a sketchbook and a comic book]

**MOONFLIGHT**
Original page form the comic Moonflight and signed booklet. 24 cm x 32 cm

Minimum bet each: 250 €

http://www.dominikheilig.com/
Boje Arndt Kiesiel

**Blackboard**
Acrylic on a skateboard.

Minimum bet: 550 €

**Undefined shape on black**
2012. 50 x 70 cm, acrylic on canvas.

Minimum bet: 750 €

**The chrome and the golden**
2012. 50 x 70 cm, acrylic on canvas.

Minimum bet 750 €
Boje Arndt Kiesiel is a visual artist. His works are located in contemporary art using elements of urban art and pop surrealism. His work comprises most notably paintings and objects, but also photography and drawings, and combines static presentation with interactive elements. He currently lives and works in East-Berlin, regular exhibitions.

**The bat / The monster**
Acrylic on metal. 4 TB external hard drive My Book Studio from Western Digital.

Minimum bet:
500 €

**Birds box**
Acrylic and phosphor-acrylic on JBL-Musicbox

Minimum bet:
500 €
Orble

Shavan II
Acrylic and marker on a skateboard.
Minimum bet: 550 €

Shavan
Acrylic and marker on a skateboard.
Minimum bet: 550 €

The overestimation of the yellow umbrellas
100 x 23 cm.
Acrylic painted Longboard (birch, bamboo, glass fiber)
Minimum bet: 550 €
Magdalena Wiegner initially learned stone sculpting and later studied design with a focus on digital art. Now she creates dreamy acrylic paintings of crazy characters in her bathtub and does streetart with paste ups and aerosols. For illustrations she mixes up digital and analogue media. Her brand Orble contains the selling of artprints, t-shirts and accessories. During the last 10 years, she created the universe of a science fiction story, based on her dream diaries. She united her vision with the deeply philosophic ideas of writer and abstract painter Piotr Paluchowski to create an epic graphic novel one day.

**Anti agression therapy for chamaleons**
50 x 58 cm. Acrylic paint on plywood.
Minimum bet: 750 €

**The shmobled panda with an owl at the leash**
41 x 41 cm. Acrylic paint on plywood
Minimum bet: 720 €
Markus Keibel (1964) is an Artist and Skateboarder, born in Stuttgart. Right now works and lives in Berlin.

www.markuskeibel.wordpress.com
http://markuskeibel.wordpress.com/

Rising holes
Mixed technique on a skateboard.

Minimum bet:
550 €
Manou Tigapigs was born in the 1980ies in Germany, moved to South Africa, moved to Hawaii, moved back to Germany, kept painting wherever she lived... her style based on wild but clear outlined doodles got various prizes. Since 2009 her home base is the Herrpfeffer Design Office in Wuerzburg. Feel free to book and visit her there... www.herrpfeffer.de
Sonia Camacho

**Cigarette and dynamite**  
A3. Watercolor & marker on paper  
Minimum bet: 200 €

**Here's to friends**  
A3. Watercolor & marker on paper  
Minimum bet: 200 €

**Madonna**  
A3. Watercolor & marker on paper  
Minimum bet: 200 €
1980. Seville, Spain. As a graduate in Advertising and PR, Sonia always has related her work between the visual and conceptual discourse.

She has collaborated with many artists in groups like "Vulcano" or "Grupo Squivo siglo XXXII". She is currently a founding member of “Grupo Ocio Creativo”.

She nowadays works as illustrator and designer in Berlin.

**Adan & God**  
Acrylic on skateboard  
Minimum bet: 550€
Jim Avignon is a contemporary German pop artist and representatives of the art modeste, designer and musician. A respected cult figure in the art and Techno subculture in Berlin, he currently lives and works both in Williamsburg, Brooklyn and in Berlin.

“Fantastic four”
Art on a skateboard.

Minimum bet:
550 €
Lucía Revilla Silva

www.luciarevillasilva.com

Lucía Revilla Silva started as a graphic designer and Illustrator; in Mexico city she further developed her work in motion design and traditional animation, meanwhile experiencing different creative positions on strange levels of abstraction; travelling with the seasonal intuition, Lucía is finding invaluable experiences by random choice. Incredibly... but works!

GoldenBrown
Art on a skateboard

Minimum bet: 550 €
single unit signed & numbered montage
Assemblage.
Exposed at Je Regrette.Berlin.

Minimum bet: 1000 €

SN D12698611001X
Nailpolish, lacquer, acrylics
SOLD

SN D12698611002X
Lacquer and acrylics
SOLD

History:
Ø rocco & sanny auction 14.10.2013 @ Friedrichsstraße 113, Berlin, Germany // Ø live painting 14.10.2013 @ Kalkscheune, Berlin, Germany // Ø works on screen 07.09.2013 @ Watergate, Berlin, Germany // Ø groupshow 15.03.2013 @ Gang Of Berlin, Torstrasse 109, Berlin, Germany // Ø invading Pictoplasma 14.04.2013 @ Platoon Kunsthalle, Berlin, Germany // Ø taking a shit at unter den linden 06.04.2013 @ Unter den Linden 40, Berlin, Germany // Ø Intervention 18.10.2012 @ Chalet, Berlin, Germany // Ø Exhibition 31.8-2.9.2012 @ Hainweh (Bachstelzen, Kater Holzig), Berlin, Germany // and more...
single unit signed and numbered painting
4 x 3 meter. Nailpolish, glass, lacquer and spacefoam

SOLD

Ø scrapes nailpolish from people he likes on wood, metal, ceramics, stone and textiles. His very prolific works are categorized as ‘nailpolish material mix’ paintings, montages & installations and have been exposed to a wide audience throughout the last years in various authoritative galleries. Ø has been featured in widespread media and is currently working on a museum quality collection of single unit nailpolish skateboard decks for boards without boarders. Ø, David Hartung:
10405 Berlin, Germany, T: +49 176 27071377, E: david@artworkseller.com
Tine Milbret, also known as KOPPKUNST, is a self-taught artist who initially worked for various tv-productions and print/online media. Having to do with a big lot of different people amplified the desire to express her endless fascination for faces even more. Although we all have a face with eyes and noses and mouths, we are all unique.

That’s one motivation for her always trying to find new ways of expressing that incredible amount of variations through new techniques and colour variations. Though she very much likes the idea of connecting very simple graphic forms with classic painting techniques, she also likes to paint realistic portraits.

Ocean portrait
2013.
78 x 19 cm,
acrylic on plywood board

Minimum bet:
300 €

Carmen II
2011. 60 x 60 cm, acrylic on panel

Minimum bet:
650 €
Subjects are either faces that inspire her, those of musicians, writers, actors or she paints fictitious portraits with a certain facial expression of emotion. The inspiration never ends.

www.koppkunst.de
www.facebook.com/koppkunst
Saphira Kunst is born in 1989 in Berlin Kreuzberg, since then she lives here and works over more than 10 years with pencils and brushes.

She started to work in Berlins theatres and the "Deutsche Oper Berlin", as scene painter assistance, as props manager, as well as on the streets in collaborations with the Artists "Nomad" and "Ash". These days she works as illustrator and is publishing her first graphic novel called "the art of imagination" in February 2014.
She focuses in her pictures on telling little stories in an aesthetic way.

www.selaloex.com
www.facebook.com/selaloex
Dominic Packulat, 23, Born Frankfurt/Main. In 2006 he started take pictures with his first camera, before he focused 100% on his world, he absolved an apprenticeship as Office clark. In 2010 he started a new (way of) life. He found his big love: the world of taking pictures. Trying old techniques, he gradually created his own way of being a photographer. The darkroom became his new home, black and white his Most belouved colours. In 2013 he started to take pictures for the New York -Asian Fusion Magazine. And he won the International Giuseppe Sciacca Award. WWW.dominicpackulat.de
Danny Doom aka Desur aka Kid Doom is German street / urban / contempt artist / illustrator. He started with graffiti, got into painting, fine arts and graphic design until he ended up mixing traditional, illustrative, street and digital art. His work is focused on unraveling problems of perception, ignorance, god, the devil, the universe and everything. In many details of his imagery he plays with hidden messages, riddles and ambiguity.

Bullhorn
Mixed technique.
Minimum bet:
550 €
Maleek

Illustrator, graffiti writer, animator, comic book artist, idiot savant... the job self-educated misanthrope Maleek has been pursuing over the last decade. But whether his characters appear in print, film or as larger murals, the focus of his work remains on the human comedy. Thus creating an ever-growing interdisciplinary universe, he is still hoping that it will all make sense one day. Maleek resides in Berlin where he is currently working on a graphic novel, while his series of shorts „Schwabylon 361 revisited“ is a regular appearance in the legendary U-Comix magazine. http://www.maleek-illustration.com/

El Brocco
Mixed technique.

Minimum bet: 550 €
El Bocho is a Berlin based artist. He has been working on the streets since 1997 and is by now amongst the most famous and visible street artists in Berlin. Communication and references to urban life are the main components of his work. El Bocho considers himself as an observed observer. It is important to him to work outside the art scene, as this reaches an audience that does not visit art specific locations like galleries or museums. El Bocho picks up the reactions of the viewers and uses them in his works. This creates a constant flow of communication with the public. http://www.elbocho.net/
Skate Boards
Robi the Dog
Untitled
2013. Mixed technique.
Minimum bet: 550 €

Collaborating artist
Untitled
2013. Mixed technique.
Minimum bet: 550 €

Collaborating artist
Untitled
2013. Mixed technique.
Minimum bet: 550 €

Gottfried Kube
Untitled
2013. Mixed technique.
Minimum bet: 550 €
Collaborating artist
Untitled
Minimum bet: 550 €

Collaborating artist
Untitled
Minimum bet: 550 €

Collaborating artist
Untitled
Minimum bet: 550 €

Collaborating artist
Untitled
Minimum bet: 550 €
Collaborating artist

Bjørn Bär

Minimum bet: 550 €
Collaborating artist
Untitled
2013.Mixed technique.
Minimum bet: 550 €
**Collaborating artist**  
*Untitled*  
2013. Mixed technique.  
Minimum bet: 550 €
Collaborating artist
Untitled
Minimum bet: 550 €
PhilippRauLiveart
Flipboard
Minimum bet: 550 €

Dr. Drax
Untitled
Minimum bet: 550 €

Collaborating artist
Untitled
Minimum bet: 550 €

Collaborating artist
Untitled
Minimum bet: 550 €
|----------------------|----------|---------------------|-------------------|

**Arial Hassan & Gottfried Kube**

Erruption

Minimum bet: 550 €
Collaborating artist
Untitled
Minimum bet: 550 €
Collaborating artist
Untitled
Minimum bet: 550 €

Collaborating artist
Untitled
Minimum bet: 550 €

Collaborating artist
Untitled
Minimum bet: 550 €

Collaborating artist
Untitled
Minimum bet: 550 €
Collaborating artist
Untitled
2013. Mixed technique.
Minimum bet: 550 €

Collaborating artist
Untitled
2013. Mixed technique.
Minimum bet: 550 €

Collaborating artist
Untitled
2013. Mixed technique.
Minimum bet: 550 €

Collaborating artist
Untitled
2013. Mixed technique.
Minimum bet: 550 €
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Collaborating artist</th>
<th>Collaborating artist</th>
<th>Signed by FC St. Pauli</th>
<th>Autographed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Minimum bet: 550 €
Minimum bet: 550 €
Minimum bet: 550 €
Minimum bet: 550 €
Collaborating artist
Untitled
Minimum bet: 550 €

Collaborating artist
Untitled
Minimum bet: 550 €

Collaborating artist
Untitled
Minimum bet: 550 €

signed by Smudo of "Die Fantastischen Vier", Peter Fox from "Seeed" and many more
Minimum bet: 550 €
Electronics
Speaker: JBL Charge, 2 x 5-watt portable speaker with a high-capacity, 6000mAh Li-ion rechargeable battery, a built-in bass port and wireless Bluetooth streaming. 2013. Mixed techique.

Minimum bet: 550 €

Orble
Acrylic on metal. 4 TB external hard drive My Book Studio all metal from Western Digital. 2013. Mixed techique.

Minimum bet: 500 €
Ronk
Acer Icona A1. 7.9-inch Android tablet with "Uncompromising Performance and Extreme Mobility" signed by Xzbit!
2013. Mixed technique.
Minimum bet: 600 €

Gottfried Kube & Britta Pietschmann
Acer Icona A1. 7.9-inch Android tablet with "Uncompromising Performance and Extreme Mobility" signed by Xzbit!
2013. Mixed technique.
Minimum bet: 600 €
DNA Monster Headphones
signed by Xzibit
Minimum bet: 500 €
PhilippRauLiveart
Don't do it.
114x146 cm

Minimum bet:
1000 €